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a b s t r a c t

Gene therapy provides a new hope for previously “incurable” diseases. Low gene transfection efficiency,
however, is the bottle-neck to the success of gene therapy. It is very challenging to develop non-viral
nanocarriers to achieve ultra-high gene transfection efficiencies. Herein, we report a novel design of
“tight binding-but-detachable” lipid-nanoparticle composite to achieve ultrahigh gene transfection ef-
ficiencies of 60~82%, approaching the best value (~90%) obtained using viral vectors. We show that
Fe@CNPs nanoparticles coated with LP-2000 lipid molecules can be used as gene carriers to achieve
ultra-high (60e80%) gene transfection efficiencies in HeLa, U-87MG, and TRAMP-C1 cells. In contrast,
Fe@CNPs having surface-covalently bound N,N,N-trimethyl-N-2-methacryloxyethyl ammonium chloride
(TMAEA) oligomers can only achieve low (23e28%) gene transfection efficiencies. Similarly ultrahigh
gene transfection/expression was also observed in zebrafish model using lipid-coated Fe@CNPs as gene
carriers. Evidences for tight binding and detachability of DNA from lipid-nanoparticle nanocarriers will
be presented.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Among various therapeutic approaches, gene therapy is a very
promising method for the treatment of many diseases that are
previously considered incurable, such as, Parkinson disease, cystic
fibrosis, as well as various kinds of cancers [1e4]. Most of the
biomedical investigations and clinical treatments involving gene
therapy are of limited success owing to their poor cellular uptake
and limited gene transfection efficiencies. Hence, an effective
delivery system is vital to successful gene delivery/therapy [5e7].
To this end, viral (e.g., adenovirus and retrovirus) and non-viral
(e.g., polymers, nanoparticles and liposomes) vectors have been
developed. Viral vectors provide very efficient gene delivery and
transfection efficiencies (~90%). However, viral vectors have many
serious drawbacks, including, immunogenicity, carcinogenicity,
inflammation, limited DNA carrying capacity, difficult to prepare
wang).
in large scale, and high cost [7,41]. Non-viral vectors are much
safer than viral vectors, and have the advantages of simple/easy
preparation, absence or negligible specific immune-response.
However, the gene transfection efficiencies of non-viral vectors
are far lower than viral vectors in general. Among non-viral vec-
tors, liposomes, cationic polymers, such as poly (ethyleneimine)
(PEI), poly (amidoamine) (PAMAM) based dendrimers were
widely used as gene delivery vectors. For example, the PAMAM
based polypeptide dendrimers can achieve ~33% GFP gene
transfection efficiency in HeLa cells [8]. In the case of bone
marrow cells, the gene transfection efficiencies are 20% and 35%
for PEI and PAMAM nanocarriers, respectively [9]. The causes
responsible for low gene transfection efficiencies (20~35%) in non-
viral vector systems are still not clear, albeit, most of non-viral
vectors are able to bind with DNAs very effectively. Recently,
many new nanomaterials such as, carbon nanotubes [10e12],
graphene [13], silica nanoparticles [14], quantum dots [15], gold
nanoparticles [16], nanorods [17], etc. were reported to act as DNA
cargoes for gene therapy applications. However, these
nanomaterial-based non-viral vectors suffer from many problems,
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such as, poor cellular uptake, inefficient gene release, high cyto-
toxicity and susceptible to intracellular degradation of foreign
genes which results in poor transfection efficiencies. Although a
variety of nanomaterials have been reported in the literature as
nanocarriers for gene delivery and gene therapy with a wide
range of gene transfection efficiencies, it remains very challenging
to design a nanocarrier system to achieve ultra-high gene trans-
fection efficiencies, similar to that obtained by viral vectors. The
gene transfection efficiencies achieved upon using various non-
viral vectors reported in the literature were summarized in
Table 1. In general, many factors could possibly affect the gene
transfection efficiencies, including, (a) high binding affinity be-
tween the nano-cargo and DNA polyplex, (b) high intracellular
uptake of the DNA-nanocargoes [18], (c) efficient endosomal/
lysosomal degradation of foreign DNA [19], and (d) poor DNA
release from nanocarriers into the nucleus [18]. The factors (a)
and (b) are favorable towards high gene transfection efficiency,
but (c) and (d) are negative factors. Very high binding affinity
between cationic nanocarriers and polyanionic DNA will favor
carrying large quantity of genes, but it is un-favorable for efficient
release of the gene being delivered [18]. Most of non-viral vectors
reported in the literature to date emphasize efficient gene de-
livery via increasing the positive charges on nanocarriers), but still
suffer from poor transfection efficiencies, presumably due to very
poor gene release. If a nanocarrier can achieve both high gene
binding affinity and high gene release efficiency simultaneously,
high gene transfection efficiencies will be possible. To this end, we
report a generalized approach in this paper to easily achieve ultra-
high transfection efficiencies via a design of a nanocarrier system
having tight binding affinity towards poly-anionic DNAs, but the
neutral “DNA-lipid” complex is still detachable from the surface of
nanocarriers.

Overall, we develop to prepare “tight binding-but-detachable”
lipid-nanoparticle composites to achieve ultra-high gene trans-
fection efficiencies in three different cell lines and as well as in vivo
zebrafish model. Using our strategy, designing nanocarriers for
efficient gene delivery/release for gene therapy treatments of
various kinds of diseases can be easily explored in the clinical
biomedicine.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis of core/shell iron/carbon nanoparticles using solid state microwave
arcing:

The magnetic core/shell iron encapsulated carbon nanoparticles were prepared
by following the literature procedure [20e23]. In brief, a C60/70 and ferrocene (1:1 wt
ratio) powder mixture together with small pieces of silicon
Table 1
Comparison of gene transfection efficiencies achieved using various non-viral vec-
tors reported in the literature to that of “tight binding but detachable” lipid-
Fe@CNPs.

Non-viral vector Cell line % Gene transfection
efficiency

Reference

Dendrimer Bone marrow cells 20 [8]
Poly (amidoamine) Bone marrow cells 35 [9]
LP-2000 HeLa 27 [12]
Carbon nanotubes HeLa 38 [12]
GO-PEI HeLa 13 [13]
PEI-Silica nanoparticles COS-7 44 [14]
Quantum dots A549 40 [15]
Gold nanoparticles Eukaryotic cells 25 [16]
Gold nanorods HeLa cells 51 [17]
Gemini cationic lipids HeLa cells 60 [45]
Lipid-Fe@CNPs HeLa cells 78 Present study
Lipid-Fe@CNPs U87-MG cells 80 Present study
Lipid-Fe@CNPs TRAMP-C1 68 Present study
(1 � 1 � 1 ~ 2 � 2 � 1 mm3 from a broken silicon wafer) was irradiated with mi-
crowave inside a focused microwave oven (2.45 GHz, Discover system, CEM Cor-
poration, USA) under an argon atmosphere (1 atm) for 15 s. The microwave
irradiation processwas repeated twice to havemore completely carbonization of the
carbon-containing powder. Finally, the magnetic products were collected using an
external magnet, and structure characterization was performed by using a trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL, JEM-2100F, 200 kV).

2.2. Surface functionalization of iron-encapsulated carbon nanoparticle (Fe@CNPs)
[24,25]

To introduce fluorescent properties to Fe@CNPs, we modified the surface of the
magnetic carbon soot. To the toluene solution (7 mL) containing magnetic carbon
soot (50 mg) was added to the styrene monomer (1 mL, Aldrich) and benzoyl
peroxide (BPO, 0.25 mL, 0.4 M) followed by ultrasonication (20 min) to make the
carbon soot become well dispersed. The solution was transferred immediately to a
domestic microwave oven (2.45 GHz, 600 W) and exposed to microwave irradiation
for 10 s. During microwave irradiation the solution temperature rises rapidly,
causing decomposition of the BPO radical initiator and initiation of polymerization.
This addition of styrene-BPO-microwave irradiation processwas repeated twice. The
third time an additional component, namely, methacryloxy thiocarbomyl
Rhodamine-B (MATCR, 10 mg in 1 mL THF), was added and the solution was soni-
cated and irradiated with microwaves under the same conditions. The fluorescent
moiety, i.e., MATCR, was added to the Fe@CNPs-containing solution at a subsequent
stage of surface grafting to avoid close contact with the graphene shells as photo-
excited fluorescent moiety might be electronically quenched by the graphene shells
on the Fe@CNPs surface. Finally, the surface-functionalized Fe@CNPs (designated as
Fe@CNPs-PS-PMATCR) were collected and separated from free unbound polymers
on repeated washing with THF and toluene and centrifugation at 12,000 rpm.

2.3. Synthesis of lipid-folate conjugates [25]:

In a typical experiment, 1:1 equivalents of 4-phenyl butyl amine and folic acid
(Aldrich) were mixed with 1.1 equivalents of N,N'-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC,
Fluka) and dissolved in 15 mL dichloromethane (DCM) and stirred at room tem-
perature for 24 h under nitrogen atmosphere. The resultingmixturewas poured into
a 5 wt% brine solution and undergone layer separation. The organic layer was
washed and extracted for several times and final product was obtained by rotary
evaporation of the residual solvent.

2.4. Preparation of lipid-Fe@CNPs

In empty round bottom flask, 50 mL of LP-2000 (Invitrogen, USA) and 50 mL of
5 wt% lipid-folate were spread over the bottom surface area and diluted with 300 mL
of distilled water. To this solution, 1 mg of Fe@CNPs-PS-PMATCR was added and
ultrasonicated for 5e10 min to get a homogenous dispersion. Then the mixture was
further diluted with 600 mL distilled water to make up a volume until 1 mL and
ultrasonicated again for another 5min. Finally the lipid-to-nanoparticle weight ratio
was maintained as 1:10. For the sake of clarity, the lipid-Fe@CNPs-PS-PMATCR will
be designated as lipid-Fe@CNPs.

2.5. Preparation of DNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs and DNA-Fe@CNPs-TMAEA complexes

Different concentrations of DNA plasmids were diluted with PBS buffer and
10 mg of lipid-Fe@CNPs or Fe@CNPs-TMAEA were added and vortexed for 10 s and
then incubated at 37 �C for 30 min to get stabilized. Then these complexes were
further subjected to the cell line for the transfection assay experiments.

2.6. Surface modification of Fe@CNPs with N, N, N-trimethyleN-(2-
methacryloxyethyl) ammonium chloride

In a typical experiment, Fe@CNPs (50mg) was suspended in an aqueous solution
(8 mL) containing N,N,N-trimethyleN-(2-methacryloxyethyl) ammonium chloride
(TMAEA) (1 mL) monomer. The solution was then ultrasonicated in a bath-type
ultrasonicator for 2 min to help disperse the core/shell iron/carbon nanoparticles.
A tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (0.25 mL) containing benzoyl peroxide (22.5 mg)
was added to the solution, followed by ultrasonication for an additional 10 min. This
process was repeated for 4 or 5 times with a total amount of 90e120 mg benzoyl
peroxide added. The final solution was then diluted with deionized water, filtered
through a nylon 66 (0.45 mm) membrane, and washed with deionized water several
times to thoroughly remove free, unbound polymers [22].

2.7. In vitro magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assays

MR images used in this study were acquired in a 7T MR imager (BioSpec 70/30
USR; Bruker). For T2 measurements, lipid-Fe@CNPs and commercial Resovist agent
(MagQu, Taiwan) with various concentrations of ironwere dispersed in 0.5% agarose
gel solution. The acquired MRIs and T2 values were obtained using multislice mul-
tiecho sequence (MSME) with the following parameters, TR ¼ 6000 ms;
TE ¼ 11~110 ms; matrix size ¼ 256 � 256; field of view (FOV) ¼ 60 � 60 mm2; slice
thickness ¼ 6 mm. The total volume of each MRI phantom was 0.2 mL. Only 0.5%
agarose gel solution was used as a control.
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2.8. Zeta-potential and DLS measurements

The pDNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs complexes were prepared accordingly from the above
mentioned procedures. The surface charge and average particle size was measured
using Zeta-sizer instrument (Malvern, UK).

2.9. Estimation of binding constants using isothermal titration caloriemetry (ITC)

Isothermal titration caloriemetry experiments were carried out at 25 �C on a
high precision ITC-200 (MicroCal, LLC, and Northampton, MA). The samples using
different nanocarriers, such as, lipid-Fe@CNPs, LP-2000 and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA were
prepared under the same conditions as adopted for transfection experiments. Before
measurements, all the samples were degassed for at least 7min before the titrations.
ITC experiments were carried out in phosphate buffer solution at pH ¼ 7.4. As a
control set of experiments, buffer-to-buffer and buffer-to-DNAwere also performed.
The plasmid DNA was loaded into the cell and the nanocarrier was loaded into the
syringe. 20 injections were performed with an each titration volume of 2 mL. The
reference power of 5 mcal/s was applied while the sample contents were stirred at
400 rpm.

2.10. Synthesis of fluorescent lipid structures

In a typical experiment, 1:1 equivalents of 4-phenyl butyl amine and 9-
anthracene carboxylic acid were dissolved in 20 mL dichloromethane solvent and
to this N,N'-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide and N-hydroxy succinimide were added. The
reaction mixture was vigorously stirred for 24 h in the presence of nitrogen atmo-
sphere. After 24 h, 5 wt% brine solution was added into the mixture in order to
remove the by product, dicyclohexyl urea. The organic layer was extracted after
several washings and distilled under rotary evaporator to collect the fluorescent
lipid product.

2.11. Cell culture, materials and reagents

HeLa, U87MG and TRAMP-C1 cells were grown in Dulbecco'sMinimumEssential
Medium (DMEM, Gibco, and Grand Island, NY, USA) supplemented with 10% heat-
inactivated fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 2 mM L-glutamine,
and 100 mg/mL penicillin and 100 U/mL streptomycin. The cells were grown in a
humidified incubator at 37 �C (95% humidity, 5% CO2). Other chemicals were pur-
chased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.12. Transfection and cellular uptake assay

Transfection and cellular uptake was carried out procedures using as described
elsewhere. HeLa, U87-MG and TRAMP-C1 were cultured in 6-well plates with
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) (GIBCO, Invitrogen, Inc., Carlsbad, CA,
USA) supplemented with 10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) at an initial density of
2 � 105 cells per well. It was 60% confluent on the day of transfection. After 24 h
seeding, the cells were washed with phosphate buffer solution, and then 2 mL of the
serum-free DMEM was added to each well. Finally, the cells were transfected with
the DNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs or DNA-Fe@CNPs-TMAEA complexes. After 4 h incubation
(duration of transfection) at 37 �C (under 5% CO2), the medium was changed to
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and further incubated for 48 h. After 48 h in-
cubation the cells were washed with PBS buffer and trypsinized with 1 mL trypsin
and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min. After repeating the washing process for two
times, finally fix the cells with 1 mL of 0.1% p-formaldehyde/in PBS All experiments
were repeated three times. Finally the cell suspensions were analyzed and 10,000
cells were collected using flow cell cytometry, in which the fluorescence from PE
channel was attributed for the cellular uptake and the fluorescence from FITC
channel was attributed for the transfection of GFP gene.

2.13. Confocal microscopy

HeLa cells (12.5 � 103 cells per well in 6-well plates) cultured in DMEM (Dul-
becco's modified-eagle medium) supplemented with FBS (Fetal Bovine Serum, 10%)
and penicillin-streptomycin (1%) were treated with DNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs or DNA-
Fe@CNPs-TMAEA for 4 h. After 4 h, the cells were washed twice with phosphate
buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.4) and then incubated for another 20 h. Then the cells
were washed again with PBS, further fixed onto a glass slide using p-formaldehyde
solution (4%) in PBS for 5 min, and washed with PBST (5% Tween-20 in PBS) solution
three times; then Triton X-100 solution (1 mL) was added. After exposure to Triton
X-100 (1 h), the HeLa cells were stained with DAPI (40 , 6-diamidino-2- phenylindole,
1 ng/mL PBS, 30 min). The samples were examined under a confocal laser-scanning
microscope (OLYMPUS FV500) equipped with an InGaN semiconductor laser
(405 nm), an Ar laser (488 nm), and a HeeNe laser (543 nm).

2.14. Preparation of DNA-lipid-nanomaterials complexes

In an empty round bottom flask, 50 mL of LP-2000 was spread over the bottom
surface area and diluted with 300 mL of distilled water. To this solution, 1 mg of non-
polar nanomaterial (NM) was added and ultrasonicated for 5e10 min to get a ho-
mogenous dispersion (carbon black (CB), magnetic nanodiamonds (MNDs) and
reduced graphene oxide (RGO) are the three NM chosen in the present study). Then
the mixture was further diluted with distilled water to make up a volume until 1 mL
and ultrasonicated for another 5min. Themixturewas then filtered through 0.45 mm
membrane filter to remove the large aggregates and then readily used for the
complexation with plasmid DNA. Different concentrations of DNA plasmids were
diluted with PBS buffer and certain aliquots of lipid-NM complexes were added and
vortexed for 10 s and then incubated at 37 �C for 30 min to get stabilized. Then those
complexes were further subjected to the cell line for the transfection assay experi-
ments. For measuring the percentages of cellular uptake using flow cytometry with
pDNA-lipid-CB complexes, 100 mg/mL of blue fluorescent lipid was added during the
preparation of lipid-CB complexes.

2.15. Transfection and cellular uptake assay

Transfection and cellular uptake was carried out procedures using as described
elsewhere. HeLa cells were cultured in 6-well plates with Dulbecco's Modified Ea-
gle's Medium (DMEM) (GIBCO, Invitrogen, Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented
with 10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) at an initial density of 2 � 105 cells per well.
It was 60% confluent on the day of transfection. After 24 h seeding, the cells were
washedwith phosphate buffer solution, and then 2mL of the serum-free DMEMwas
added to each well. Finally, the cells were transfected with the DNA-lipid-NM
complexes. After 4 h incubation (duration of transfection) at 37 �C (under 5% CO2),
the medium was changed to DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and further incu-
bated for 48 h. After 48 h incubation the cells were washed with PBS buffer and
trypsinized with 1 mL trypsin and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min and suspended
in 1 mL PBS. Finally the cell suspensions were analyzed and 10,000 cells were
collected using flow cell cytometry, in which the fluorescence from DAPI channel
was attributed for the cellular uptake (for blue fluorescent lipid) and the fluores-
cence from FITC channel was attributed for the transfection of GFP gene.

2.16. Western blot analysis

Briefly, proteins were separated on 10~12% sodium dodecyl sulfa-
teepolyacrylamide gels, and transferred electrophoretically onto polyvinylidene
difluoride membranes. The membranes were sequentially hybridized with primary
antibody and followed with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary anti-
body. Thereafter, the protein bands were visualized on the X-ray film using the
enhanced chemiluminescence detection system (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical
Sciences, Boston, MA). A gel-digitizing software, Un-Scan-It gel (ver. 5.1; Silk Sci-
entific, Inc., Orem, UT) was used to quantify the relative intensity.

2.17. Gel retardation experiment

In a typical experiment, DNA was first mixed with the desired amount of lipid-
Fe@CNPs or Fe@CNPs-TMAEA (DNA/NP ¼ 0.9) in the PBS solution (pH ~ 7.4). After
incubation at 37 �C for 15 min, the mixtures were loaded into a 0.8% agarose gel in
triseacetateeEDTA (TAE) buffer. The gel was allowed to run for 30 min at 150 V
(7.5 v/cm) and then it was photographed under UV light.

2.18. Nuclease degradation experiment

In a typical experiment, DNA was first mixed with the desired amount of lipid-
Fe@CNPs or Fe@CNPs-TMAEA (DNA/NP ¼ 0.9). To test the extent of nuclease
degradation ability, DNAse I (5 mg/mL) was added and incubated at 37 �C for 4 h, and
then the mixtures were loaded into a 0.8% agarose gel in triseacetateeEDTA (TAE)
buffer. The gel was allowed to run for 30 min at 150 V (7.5 v/cm) and then it was
photographed under UV light.

2.19. Annexin V apoptosis assay

HeLa and U87-MG cells were seeded into 6-well plates with the density of
200,000 cells per well. After 24 h, lipid-Fe@CNPs or Fe@CNPs-TMAEA stock solutions
were added into cells and incubated for 1 h. Cells were then trypsinized, aspirated
and suspended in 2mL PBS. Cells were further stained with PE-Annexin-V (5 mL) and
7-AAD (5 mL) from the BD Annexin-V apoptosis kit and then keep it stand by for
15 min at room temperature in darkness, followed by flow cytometry analysis.

2.20. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation

HeLa and U87-MG cells were seeded into 6-well plates with the density of
200,000 cells per well. After 24 h, lipid-Fe@CNPs or Fe@CNPs-TMAEA stock solutions
were added into cells and incubated for 4 h. Cell Culture mediumwas replaced with
2, 7-dichlorofluorescien diacetate (DCFH-DA) solution (5 mM in cell culturemedium)
and incubated with cells for 30 min at 37 �C. Cells were then trypsinized and
aspirated, followed by flow cytometry analysis. Green fluorescence was monitored.

2.21. Cytotoxicity assay

One milliliter of HeLa cell-containing solution (~2.12 � 103 cells/mL) was added
to each well of a 24-well plate and incubated 1 day to allow cells to stick on the
surface of the plate. Aliquots of a PBS buffer solution containing different amounts of
DNA with 10 mg of lipid-Fe@CNPs or Fe@CNPs-TMAEA were added to the 24-well
plate, and the cell solutions were incubated for another 3 days. A 50 mL amount of
an MTT aqueous solution (0.5 mg/mL) was added to each well of the 24-well plate
4 h before termination of the 3-days incubation, and the cells were allowed to
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incubate for another 4 h. Then, the upper layer of the solutions in the 24-well plate
was discarded, and 1 mL of DMSO was added to each well to lyse cell membrane
followed by pipette stirring. The final solution in each well was centrifuged at
13,000 rpm to remove any solid residues before measurements of the optical
absorbance at 570 nm. The optical absorbances were converted to cell viabilities
based on a standard curve (absorbance vs cell numbers) obtained from controlled
experiments carried out under the same condition except that no nanoparticles
were added during cell culture processes.

2.22. Incubation of lipid-Fe@CNPs conjugates under ATP depletion

For the ATP depletion studies, the cells were pre-incubated in PBS buffer solu-
tion and supplemented with 10 mM sodium azide for 30 min at 37 �C followed by
incubation in a solution of DNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs conjugates.

2.23. Folic acid pre-treatment for blocking folate receptors

To estimate the entry of nanoparticles via receptor mediated endocytosis, the
cells were pre-incubated in 1 mM folic acid in complete medium for 30 min at 37 �C
followed by incubation in a solution of DNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs conjugates.

2.24. Microinjection of DNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs or DNA-Fe@CNPs-TMAEA into zebrafish
embryos

Wild-type AB strains of Danio rerio (zebrafish) embryos obtained from zebrafish
core facility center, National Tsing Hua University were used in all the experiments.
Fresh embryos were collected on to the microinjection embryo tray just before the
experiment. DNA-Lipid-Fe@CNPs or DNA-Fe@CNPs-TMAEA or naked DNA were
diluted at appropriate concentrations in double distilled water and sonicated up
until microinjection. Approximately 10 nL volumewasmicroinjected into the animal
pole region of embryos between stages 1 (one cell embryo) and 3 (four cell embryo)
using Drummond microinjector. Each experiment was performed on 50 embryos
per condition. Following microinjection, embryos were transferred onto the petri
dish filled with the system water and incubated at 28 �C in dark condition. For the
in vivo cytotoxicity measurements, the live embryos were counted each day until
72 hpf (hours post fertilization). After the 72 hpf, all the developed embryos were
hatched manually and examined the types of abnormalities undergone through
fluorescence microscope (Nikon, E600). For in vivo imaging experiments, the
zebrafish embryos (72 hpf) were hatched and fixed on the cover slips (15 � 16 mm,
GeneFrame) with 1% agarose gel (Sigma, USA) to monitor the fluorescence of lipid-
Fe@CNPs using CLSM (10x, LSM-700, Zeiss).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation and characterization of Fe@CNPs

The water dispersible, magnetic and fluorescent Fe@CNPs was
prepared by following a sonication-microwave irradiation surface
functionalization process (Fig. S1) [26]. After the surface function-
alization process, the structure of Fe@CNPs was examined under
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and reveals a well-
graphitized graphene shells with an iron nanoparticle core in the
center (Fig. S2(a)). The fluorescent properties of Fe@CNPs-PS were
evaluated in Fig. S2(b) and reveals an emission maximum at
572 nm. Themagnetization curve in Fig. S2(c) shows that Fe@CNPs-
PS exhibit super paramagnetic behavior with a saturation magne-
tization value of 23 emu/g and their effectiveness as magnetic
resonance imaging contrast reagents were also determined (see
Fig. S2(d) and (e)). The amounts of surface functionalities grafted on
the surface of Fe@CNPs were quantified using thermograviemetric
analyses (TGA) and the surface functional groups were confirmed
using FT-IR analyses (see Figs. S3 and S4) [26]. The red fluorescent
Fe@CNPs were further mixed with Lipofectamine 2000 (LP-2000)
along with 5 wt% lipid-folate (see Fig. S5) and sonicated for 10 min
to form lipid-Fe@CNPs hybridized structures (see supporting in-
formation for more details).

3.2. In vitro cellular uptake, gene transfection and cytotoxicity

In general, positively charged gene delivery vectors can effec-
tively form complexes with poly-anionic DNA via electrostatic
attraction. Hence, the zeta-potentials for lipid-Fe@CNPs, Fe@CNPs-
TMAEA and LP-2000 liposomes were measured in the presence of
serum and serum-free conditions (Fig. S6). In the presence of
serum-freemedium, they exhibit highly positive charge, but turn to
negatively charged in the presence of serum. It was well known
that the serum proteins can adsorb onto the cell membrane and
influence the surface charge of the non-viral vectors [27]. After
complexation with pDNA, both lipid-Fe@CNPs and Fe@CNPs-
TMAEA exhibit an average particle sizes ranging from
120~150 nm and the surface charge becomes negative as the pDNA
concentration was increased (Fig. S7). The plasmid used in this
study is GFP-encoded circularly coiled DNA of molecular weight
~4.5 kbp (see Fig. S8). During the transfection process, DNA might
be degraded, due to the lack of protection, by the intracellular
nucleases, leading to poor gene transfection efficiencies. To
examine whether complexation of polyanionic pDNA with cationic
lipid-Fe@CNPs and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA can result in (partial) protec-
tion of pDNA from being degraded by nuclease, nuclease degra-
dation experiments were performed. The results shown in Fig. S9
clearly reveal that free naked DNA was completely degraded,
whereas complexation of pDNAwith nanocarriers indeed can have
some extents of protection from nuclease degradation. The per-
centages of pDNA being degraded are 40% and 60%, for pDNA-lipid-
Fe@CNPs and pDNA-Fe@CNPs-TMAEA, respectively. The pDNA
molecules in complex forms do not have the same molecular
conformation as that of free DNA, and thus do not fit with the
nuclease active site, leading to protection from degradation. The
protection effect from lipid-Fe@CNPs is better than that for
Fe@CNPs-TMAEA. Overall, the DNA protection ability for different
nanocarriers is in the following order: lipid-Fe@CNPs > Fe@CNPs-
TMAEA > naked DNA.

In order to evaluate the cellular uptake and gene transfection
efficiencies using both types of gene delivery vectors, HeLa cells
were pretreated with pDNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs and pDNA-Fe@CNPs-
TMAEA for 4 h. After 4 h uptake, pDNA-nanoparticle complexes
were washed away and the cells were allowed to have 20 h incu-
bation before GFP fluorescence measurements. The fluorescence
property of surface-functionalized Fe@CNPs allows one to track the
exact location of the nanoparticles using confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM). Fig. 1(a) shows that most of the nanoparticles
were distributed in the cytoplasm regime in which the Fe@CNPs
red fluorescence was overlapped with the green fluorescent pro-
teins (GFP) expression for both the types of nanocarriers, lipid-
Fe@CNPs and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA. The extent of GFP fluorescence
was far more intense for lipid-Fe@CNPs as compared to the
Fe@CNPs-TMAEA system. To determine the exact percentages of
cellular uptake and gene transfection efficiency simultaneously,
HeLa cells were fed with both pDNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs and pDNA-
Fe@CNPs-TMAEA with different DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratios
for 4 h. The current Fe@CNPs has surface-grafted red fluorescent
moieties, i.e., methacryloxy thiocarbomyl Rhodamine-B (MATCR),
which allows one to measure the percentage of cellular uptake by
flow cell cytometry. A series of experiments were performed by
varying the DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratio. The efficacy of GFP
expression and cellular uptake were evaluated for 105 cells using
flowcytometry. The cellular uptake percentages for both the type of
delivery vectors were about 60e80%, at higher DNA-to-nanocarrier
charge ratios in HeLa and U-87MG cell lines (see Fig. 1(b)). To check
whether similar cellular uptake can be achieved for the ‘difficult to
transfect’ cells, TRAMP-C1 cells were also fed with both types of
nanocarriers for 4 h uptake. As expected from the results in HeLa
cells, TRAMP-C1 cells also exhibit a high percentage of cellular
uptake (~70%) when lipid-Fe@CNPs was used as a carrier, whereas
only 50% uptake was observed with the Fe@CNPs-TMAEA nano-
carrier. The gene transfection efficiencies for both the nanocarriers
in all three cell lines, namely, HeLa, U-87MG and “difficult-to-
transfect” TRAMP-C1 cell lines, were plotted in Fig. 1(c) as a



Fig. 1. Intracellular uptake and gene delivery in different cells (a) Confocal laser scanning optical images of HeLa cells at 20 h after internalized with lipid-Fe@CNPs and Fe@CNPs-
TMAEA, respectively. The DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratio is 1.8 for both lipid-Fe@CNPs and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA. The green fluorescence was from GFP and the red fluorescence from
the Fe@CNPs and nucleus was stained with DAPI dye. (b) Cellular uptake of different nanocarriers was monitored using flow cytometry for all the three cell lines. (c) Gene
transfection efficiencies monitored using flow cytometry in HeLa, U-87MG and TRAMP-C1, respectively, by different nanocarriers. Binding constant between the respective
nanocarrier and DNA was expressed in nanomolar (nM�1) concentration range, and labeled in the plot. (d) Gel retardation assay to determine the amounts of DNA being released
from different gene delivery vectors-DNAs complexes. The amount of naked DNA used in the experiment was 3 mg.
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function of DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratio. With the increase in
the DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratio, the gene transfection effi-
ciency was increased and reached a plateau value of 65e78% using
lipid-Fe@CNPs as a gene carrier, which is ~2.2 fold higher than the
gene transfection efficiencies (24e27%) using the widely used LP-
2000 liposomes as gene carrier in all the three cell lines. On con-
trary, when Fe@CNPs-TMAEA was used as a delivery vector, very
poor gene transfection efficiencies (23e28%) were achieved,
despite of similar cellular uptake efficiencies as that of lipid-
Fe@CNPs. The poor gene transfection efficiencies of 23e28% were
attributed to the poor DNA release from the surface of Fe@CNPs-
TMAEA nanocarriers (vide infra). The best gene transfection effi-
ciency of 68% using the lipid-Fe@CNPs nanocarrier is 3.4 times
higher than that using LP-2000 (20%, see Fig. 1(c), and is also 1.7
times of the best gene transfection efficiency (40%) ever reported in
the literature for this notoriously “difficult-to-transfect” TRAMP-C1
cells [28]. To understand the causes responsible for the ultrahigh
gene transfection efficiencies using the lipid-Fe@CNPs nano-
carriers, we further determine the binding constants between
different nanocarriers and plasmid DNA. The binding constants for
different nanocarriers at different DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ra-
tios were measured using isothermal titration caloriemetry (ITC)
(see Fig. S10) and binding constants labeled in the Fig. 1(c). The
lipid-Fe@CNPs exhibits stronger binding affinities to plasmid DNA
than Fe@CNPs-TMAEA and LP-2000 under the same DNA-to-
nanocarrier charge ratio (see Fig. 1(c)). The larger the binding
constants, the more DNA will be delivered, possibly leading to
higher gene transfection efficiencies. At extremely high binding
constant, no gene release is possible. At extreme low binding
constant, no delivery of gene is possible. Both the cases will result in
very low gene transfection efficiencies. Therefore, compromising
the binding affinity (with a medium-to-high binding constant) and
gene release efficiency will give the best gene transfection. Such a
behavior can qualitatively explain the bell shape gene transfection
efficiencies patterns observed in both the lipid-Fe@CNPs and the
Fe@CNPs-TMAEA nanocarriers systems (see Fig. 1(c)). At a given
DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratio, increasing the binding constant
will enable a nanocarrier to carry more amount of plasmid DNA per
nanocarrier. To be able to carry more amount of plasmid DNA will
certainly favor higher gene transfection efficiency, if the accom-
panied larger binding constant does not result in a poor gene
release. How can it be possible that a larger binding constant does
not result in a poor gene release? Yes, this will be possible if poly-
anionic DNAs remain tightly bound with cationic surface moieties
on nanocarriers while the whole neutral “pDNA-surface moieties”
complex can detach from the surface of nanocarriers inside cells.
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This is exactly the case here for the “detachable” lipid-Fe@CNPs
where plasmid DNA forms tight binding complex with the sur-
face coating cationic lipid molecules. The “DNA-lipid” complex can
detach from the surface of Fe@CNPs inside cells, which is not
possible for the Fe@CNPs-TMAEA nanocarrier system, since the
TMAEA moieties were chemically linked onto Fe@CNPs. Therefore,
the lipid-Fe@CNPs nanocarrier system not only can carry more
amount of plasmid DNA (by a larger binding constants), but also is
able to release cargoes more efficiently than the Fe@CNPs-TMAEA
nanocarrier system. Overall, the lipid-Fe@CNPs nanocarrier al-
ways shows much higher gene transfection efficiencies than the
non-detachable Fe@CNPs-TMAEA nanocarrier system under the
same DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratios. The dissociation of DNA
from the surface of nanocarriers can possibly proceed through two
different pathways: (a) dissociation of polyanionic pDNA from
nanocarrier surface via charge replacements/complexation with
intracellular charged species, and (b) dissociation of the whole
neutral “pDNA-lipid” complex from the surface of nanocarriers. In
the pathway (a), intracellular metal cations, such as Ca2þ, Zn2þ, etc
may form complexes with surface-bound polyanionic pDNA via
strong electrostatic interactions, and facilitates DNA release from
the surface of nanocarriers. Alternatively, anionic lipids present in
the intracellular environment, such as phosphatidylserine (PS),
may replace anionic DNA and form complexes with positive
charges on nanocarriers. Upon the surface bound lipoplexes
interact with the inner endosomal leaflet, this could induce the
formation of transient pores or sites for membrane destabilization,
which would create a way for DNA to detach from the nanocarrier
and release to the cytosol [29,30]. In the pathway (b), the neutral
“pDNA-lipid” complex might interact with the inner endosomal
leaflet or membrane, and detach from the nonpolar Fe@CNPs sur-
face. The pathway (b) is possible only for the lipid-Fe@CNPs
nanocarrier, but not for the Fe@CNPs-TMAEA nanocarriers, where
the cationic TMAEA moieties were chemically linked onto the
Fe@CNPs nanocarrier (see Scheme 1). Overall, the lipid-Fe@CNPs
Scheme 1. Schematic representation for the dissociation of DNA from different n
nanocarrier has an additional DNA release pathway (b) than the
tight bound, non-detachable Fe@CNPs-TMAEA nanocarrier, and
thus has much higher gene transfection efficiencies.

The amount of GFP proteins expressed can also be detected by
Western blot measurement (see Fig. S11), which is consistent with
the percentages of gene transfection efficiencies shown in Fig. 1(c).
In the case of LP-2000 liposome, DNA-lipid complex is also possibly
detachable, the same as that in the lipid-Fe@CNPs nanocarrier
system. However, LP-2000 liposome only utilizes half of its cationic
surface charge, i.e., the outside surface layer, to bind with poly-
anionic DNA, and thus is much less efficient to deliver DNAs, as
compared to the lipid-Fe@CNPs nanocarrier. In addition, the
smaller binding constants of LP2000 toward polyanionic DNA at the
same DNA-to-nanocarrier charge ratio also makes itself less effi-
cient to deliver DNA than the lipid-Fe@CNPs nanocarrier. Conse-
quently, LP-2000 liposome always has far lower (~2.2 times less)
gene transfection efficiencies than those in the detachable lipid-
Fe@CNPs nanocarrier system.

The ability of the “anionic DNA-cationic lipid” complex to detach
from the surface of Fe@CNPs nanocarrier is evidenced by two
experimental observations, namely, (a) gel retardation assay for
DNA release; and (b) confocal fluorescent lipid measurements (vide
infra). The much more efficient gene release from the DNA-lipid-
Fe@CNPs complexes than other DNA-nanocarrier complexes is
also supported by direct measurements of the amount of DNA
released using an agarose gel electrophoresis (see Fig. 1(d)). From
Fig. 1(d), we can observe that almost 75% of the surface bound DNA
was released from the lipid-Fe@CNPs nanoparticle, whereas poly-
cationic tight binding Fe@CNPs-TMAEA nanoparticles can only
release 25% of surface bound DNA, and subsequently very poor
gene transfection efficiencies were observed. The extent of DNA
release from the carriers after internalization is very important in
the transfection process [31]. It has been frequently observed poor
gene transfection efficiency from poly-cationic nanocarriers [32],
which provide tight binding with DNAs, and possibly poor release
anocarriers, pDNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs and pDNA-Fe@CNPs-TMAEA, respectively.
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of DNA. In this study, we illustrate that to have high efficiency of
gene transfection, it is necessary to have very good detachability of
the plasmid from the nanocarrier. Overall, our gel electrophoresis
data support the idea that combination of tight binding as well as
detachability between the nanocarrier and DNA is the key factor
controlling ultra-high gene transfection efficiency. Based on these
above findings, it clearly indicates that poor gene transfection re-
ported in the literature using poly-cationic polymer beads is most
probably due to the poor release ability of DNA from nano-carrier
vectors, especially in the case of PEI [34] and PAMAM dendrimer-
based vectors [8]. Even though it was reported that lower charge
density of poly (amine-co-ester) terpolymers boosts the gene
transfection efficiency (for example, ~2 orders for HEK293 cells) as
compared to PEI and LP-2000 [33], it was never realized that “tight
binding but detachable” is the key factor leading to high gene
transfection efficiencies. Overall, the results in Fig. 1 demonstrate
that “tight binding but detachable” nanocarriers can facilitate ultra-
high gene expression, whereas tight binding/non-detachable
nanocarriers results in poor gene transfection efficiency.

Using lipid-Fe@CNPs over LP-2000 as a gene carrier has the
following advantages, (a) lipid-Fe@CNPs can facilitate the forma-
tion of nano-micelles with size ~150 nm (see Fig. S7 (a)), whereas
LP-2000 might result in the formation of large liposomes of size
~930 nm (data not shown), which causes more interference to the
cellular membrane structures; (b) In the case of lipid-Fe@CNPs all
cationic lipid molecules can form electrostatic complexes with
poly-anionic DNA, whereas only ~50% of lipid can form complexes
with DNA in LP-2000 liposomes; (c) higher IC50 values for lipid-
Fig. 2. Biocompatibility of lipid-Fe@CNPs, Fe@CNPs-TMAEA and LP-2000 (a), (b), and (c) re
respectively. (d) Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation monitored for all the nanoparti
quantified.
Fe@CNPs than LP-2000 in three cancer cell lines; (d) 3e4 fold
high gene transfection efficiencies for lipid-Fe@CNPs than LP-2000
liposomes. In order to exclude the effect of serum proteins on the
gene transfection efficiencies in both the nanocarrier systems, the
intrinsic gene transfection efficiencies (by normalizing the
observed gene transfection efficiency to the percentage of cellular
uptake; so that cellular uptake factor can be excluded from the gene
transfection efficiencies) were compared in the presence and
absence of 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). In the literature, it is well-
known that the serum proteins can bind to the cellular membranes
and thereby can hinder the percentages of cellular uptake as well as
transfection efficiencies [46]. From Fig. S12 (a) and (b), it clearly
shows that lipid-Fe@CNPs has superior gene transfection effi-
ciencies inside the cells to that of Fe@CNPs-TMAEA system in all the
three cell lines. In addition, similar intrinsic gene transfection ef-
ficiencies were obtained in both the nanocarriers irrespective of the
presence or absence of serum (see Fig. S12(c)).

An additional advantage for lipid-Fe@CNPs hybridized nano-
structures might be its lower cytotoxicity as compared with LP-
2000 and carbon nanoparticles functionalized with TMAEA. From
Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c), the cytotoxicity levels for LP-2000 were said to
be 0.1 mg/mL (IC50) for HeLa and U87-MG, and 1.2 mg/mL (IC50) for
the TRAMP cell line, respectively. For lipid-Fe@CNPs, the IC50 value
is 50 mg/mL for HeLa and 25 mg/mL for U87-MG as well as TRAMP,
respectively. For Fe@CNPs-TMAEA, slightly higher levels of cyto-
toxicity than lipid-Fe@CNPs were observed in all the three cell
lines. It was worthy to note that the cytotoxicity of LP-2000 was
mainly caused by the direct electrostatic fusion of the cationic lipid
presents the MTT cell viabilities monitored in HeLa, U-87MG and TRAMP-C1 cell lines,
cles fed to the HeLa cells for 24 h and the mean fluorescence intensities of DCF were
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to the negatively charged cell membrane which causes rapid cell
membrane destruction [32]. To compare the induction of oxidative
stress by LP-2000, lipid-Fe@CNPs and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA, we moni-
tored intracellular ROS generation by flow cytometry using a
reductive reagent, 20,70edichlorofluorescein (DCF). From Fig. 2(d), it
shows that the ROS levels are comparable for lipid-Fe@CNPs and
LP-2000, whereas Fe@CNPs-TMAEA has induced a much higher
level of ROS.

3.3. In vivo fluorescence tracking, gene expression and cytotoxicity

In order to monitor the in vivo fluorescence tracking and gene
expression with different nanocarriers, zebrafish was chosen as a
model, owing to its high body transparency, similarity to mammals
such as, mouse, rat and humans as well as its very easy mainte-
nance [35]. From Fig. 3(a), the fluorescence microscopy images
clearly reveal the levels of GFP gene expression in zebrafish using
different nanocarriers. It was clearly evident that the GFP level for
the lipid-Fe@CNPs system is ~300% higher than those from the free
naked DNA, LP-2000, and the Fe@CNPs-TMAEA systems (see
Fig. 3(b)). It is also interesting to note that, in the case of lipid-
Fe@CNPs-DNA complex, the GFP gene expression has occurred
selectively at the blood vessels to a greater extent as compared to
Fig. 3. In vivo gene expression in zebrafish after microinjection of different gene delivery ve
to monitor the levels of GFP gene expression. (b) Average fluorescence intensity of GFP exp
the other organs such as yolk-sac, head, and tail (see Fig. 4(a)). To
figure out the reasons for the effective pDNA release and gene
expression, we hypothesize that the neutral pDNA-lipid complex
was effectively dissociated from the Fe@CNPs nanoparticle surface.
To this end, we prepare non-polar blue fluorescent molecule (see
supplementary Fig. S13) and then mix with the LP-2000. The
confocal images in Fig. 4(b) clearly reveal that both in vitro as well
as in the in vivo zebrafish model, the location of blue fluorescent
lipid (i.e., blue fluorescence) was totally different from the location
of red fluorescent Fe@CNPs, indicating that pDNA-lipid complexes
were able to detach from the Fe@CNPs surface and thereby pDNA
was transfected effectively. The gene expression in blood vessels
and the distribution of nanoparticles were visualized by the z-axis
confocal images (see Fig. S14). These images clearly show that the
locations of red fluorescent Fe@CNPs, blue fluorescent lipid mole-
cules, and expressed GFP in a zebrafish are very different, sug-
gesting a very efficient release of the neutral pDNA-lipid complex
from Fe@CNPs surface, whereas for Fe@CNPs-TMAEA, poor
expression and tight overlap between red fluorescent Fe@CNPs-
TMAEA and green GFP was observed (see Fig. 4(c)). The relatively
much weaker GFP fluorescence and good overlap between GFP and
the red fluorescence from the Fe@CNPs-TMAEA were observed,
indicating that the pDNA was poorly released from the Fe@CNPs-
ctors (a) Fluorescence microscopic images recorded at 5� magnification at different hpf
ression with different vectors monitored at 120 hpf.



Fig. 4. (a) Optical image of a zebrafish under normal development at 72 hpf. (b) In vitro and In vivo gene expression using detachable pDNA-lipid-Fe@CNPs by confocal laser
scanning optical microscopy. The images were recorded at 10� magnification for 72 hpf. The blue fluorescence was observed from lipid (lex ¼ 400 nm, lem ¼ 410e440 nm), green
fluorescence from GFP (lex ¼ 488 nm, lem ¼ 505e540 nm) gene expression and the red fluorescence (lex ¼ 533 nm, lem ¼ 570e630 nm) was derived from the fluorescent lipid-
Fe@CNPs. The white arrow indicates the release of lipid-pDNA from the Fe@CNPs.
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TMAEA nanocarriers (see Fig. 4(c)) and Fig. S15). In addition, the
DNA release from the lipid-Fe@CNPs and GFP gene expression at
different hours post fertilization (hpf) can also be visualized by
confocal microscopy (see Fig. S16). Overall, both in vitro and in vivo
gene expression results strongly support that DNA release or
detachability from the nanocarrier is the key factor responsible for
ultra-high gene transfection, whereas non-detachability or re-
striction in the DNA release down-regulates the transgene
expression in the in vitro and in vivo zebrafish model system.

To study the in vivo cytotoxicities of free naked DNA, lipid-
Fe@CNPs-DNA and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA-DNA complexes in the em-
bryonic development of zebrafish, different doses of nanocargoes
were microinjected into the 8-cell stage of the embryos. As the
dosage of nano DNA cargoes increases, the number of normally
developed zebrafish decreases, while the number of dead zebrafish
increases (see Fig. 5(a)). The percentages of abnormalities induced
after microinjection of different nanocarriers are summarized in
Fig. 5(b). The results in Fig. 5(c) show that intact set of embryos did
not show any abnormalities and the growth development is
normal. Most of the free naked DNA microinjected embryos have
induced yolk-sac abnormalities. At low doses of lipid-Fe@CNPs-
DNA and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA-DNA complexes, the percentage of
normally developed zebrafish is higher than that of the dead and
deformed zebrafish. Cardiac malformation and yolk-sac edema
were the most frequently observed abnormalities in zebrafish
treated with both nanocarriers. Control experiments were done by



Fig. 5. Biocompatibility of different gene delivery vectors in zebrafish. (a) Survival rate of zebrafish after microinjection of gene delivery vectors such as, free naked DNA, lipid-
Fe@CNPs and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA, respectively at different hours post fertilization (hpf). (b) Summary of the abnormalities in zebrafish induced after microinjection of different
vectors. (c) Optical microscopic images of zebrafish for different abnormalities observed such as yolk-sac edema, head edema, eye abnormality, cardiac malfunction and tail
truncation at 72 hpf.
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microinjection of DI water and a set of embryos without microin-
jection to compare the survival rate of zebrafish under the same
experimental conditions. The observed malformations and abnor-
malities in this study are also similar to that observed in zebrafish
treated with Ag NPs [36,37], iron oxide NPs [38], dichloroacetic acid
(DCA) [39] and cadmium [40]. Taken together, these results suggest
that lipid-Fe@CNPs as nano DNA cargoes were considered to be
very promising with low cytotoxicity in both in vitro and in vivo
systems. Tight binding-but-detachability of the DNA-lipid complex
is the key factor responsible for the observed ultra-high gene
transfection efficiencies, whereas non-detachability restricts the
release of DNA and also induces high cytotoxicity. These nano-
particles have also enabled us to track their location once it has
been administered to the tumor cells or zebrafish model system.
Overall, well protected and stable lipid-Fe@CNPs hybridized
nanostructures was shown to be the most robust nanocarriers with
tight binding, detachability, lower cytotoxicity, and ultra-high
cellular uptake/gene transfection in both in vitro and in vivo
which was not reported in any previous literature papers.

In principle, any non-polar nanomaterials, such as, polymer
nanoparticles, metal nanoparticles, graphene nanoplates, etc, can
be able to serve as nano-template and allow the cationic lipid
molecules to form a surface coating layer. It is not necessary to be
restricted to Fe@CNPs. To examine whether the above argument/
strategy is generally applicable, we have replaced Fe@CNPs with
the commercially available carbon black (CB) (preliminary particle
size ~ 16 nm) and prepared the lipid-CB composite with different
ratios. The average particle size was measured using DLS for
different ratios of lipid-CB (see Fig. S19 (a)). Further, the cellular
uptake and gene transfection efficiencies of pDNA-lipid-CB com-
plexes (CB/lipid ratio ~ 66) were measured by using flow cytometry
in the HeLa cells by varying the concentration of DNA. As shown in
Fig. S19 (b), as the DNA concentration increases, the gene trans-
fection efficiency was also increased and reached to a plateau value
of 82%. In a similar way, we also achieved good gene transfection
efficiencies (60e70%) for lipid-reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and
lipid-magnetic nanodiamonds (MNDs) DNA complexes in HeLa
cells (see Fig. S20). Overall, we have developed a simple and
generalized strategy of lipid-nanoparticle composites with tight
binding and easy detachability to achieve ultra-high gene trans-
fection efficiencies.

We compare the transfection efficiencies and cytotoxicities of
the available viral and non-viral synthetic DNA carrier systems in
the literature to that of the lipid-Fe@CNPs (see Fig. 6) [41,42]. For
example, adenoviral vectors can achieve a very high gene trans-
fection efficiency of ~90%, but its acute cytotoxicity (80e90%),
especially in causing viral infections, severely limits its clinical us-
age. Low-voltage electroporation can also improve naked DNA
expression substantially (25e65%), however, its clinical use has
been hampered as the low voltage short electrical pulses can cause
trauma, and also is difficult or not applicable in in-vivo system for
bulk scale gene therapy treatments. In addition, Gemini cationic



Fig. 6. Comparison of transfection efficiency versus cellular deaths for various DNA
vectors with lipid-Fe@CNPs [41].
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lipids were also reported to achieve high gene transfection effi-
ciencies (50e70%) under serum-free conditions. The reasons to
obtain high transfection efficiencies are totally unclear. Moreover,
higher cytotoxicity of the Gemini cationic lipids severely limits its
practical applicability [43e46]. Overall, it is very clear that the
current “tight binding-but-detachable” lipid-Fe@CNPs system
stands in a much better position with transfection efficiencies
ranging from 60~80% and low cytotoxicities (<25% cellular deaths).
In addition, the lipid-nanoparticle strategy can also be generalized,
in which any non-polar nanomaterial can be readily coated with
the cationic lipid molecules. Notice that the size and shape of
nanomaterials in lipid-nanoparticle composites can also play a
minor role affecting the gene transfection efficiencies [47,48],
which have to be further optimized. Nevertheless, we have clearly
demonstrated a general strategy that lipid-nanoparticle composites
can work as highly efficient nano gene-carriers, of which the gene
transfection efficiencies are approaching to viral vectors (~90%)
with various nanomaterials.

4. Conclusions

We have reported a new strategy to design “tight binding-but-
detachable” lipid-nanoparticle” nanocarriers to achieve ultra-high
gene transfection efficiencies of 60~80%, approaching to the best
values (~90%) from viral vectors, yet the cytotoxicity (<25%) is still
far lower than viral vectors. The unique “tight binding-but-
detachable” nanocarrier system is composed of a cationic lipid
surface coating layer on non-polar nanocarriers, which not only is
able to bind polyanionic pDNA tightly, provide partial protection of
pDNA from degradation by intracellular nuclease, but is also able to
detach from the surface of nanocarriers. Ultra-high transfection
efficiencies of 78, 80 and 68% were obtained in HeLa, U-87MG and
TRAMP-C1 cell lines, respectively, using “tightly bound but
detachable” lipid-nanoparticle hybridized nanostructures. The
gene transfection efficiencies from the “tightly binding-but-
detachable” lipid-Fe@CNPs is 3~4 times higher than those (23~28%,
and 24~27%, respectively) of tight binding/non-detachable
Fe@CNPs-TMAEA and the most commonly used LP-2000 lipo-
somes both in vitro and in vivo. In the in vivo zebrafish model, the
“tight binding-but-detachable” nanocarrier also exhibits efficient
and selective gene expression at the blood vessels, whereas naked
DNA and Fe@CNPs-TMAEA showed poor gene expression and
random distribution of GFPs. Overall, our results have pointed out a
clear cut way for designing highly efficient nanocarriers for gene
transfection, and in the future, this simple lipid-nanoparticle
composite strategy will find wide biomedical applications to
improve the efficiencies of gene transfection/gene therapy/gene
silencing in treatments of various kinds of diseases.
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